Schoolwide Positive Behaviour Support (SWPBS) at Bray Park State School

Sarara Koala

Safe And Responsible And Respectful Always

Believe Achieve Succeed
Schoolwide - involves all students, all staff, in all settings!

Positive – focuses on the positives, what we are doing well - it is proactive!

Behaviour - focuses on relationships – what we say and what we do!

Support - so you, and everyone at our school, can be successful.
Sarara Koala – Mascot

Sarara Koala

I am safe.
I am responsible.
I am respectful.

Safe
And
Responsible
And
Respectful
Always
Sarara represents the 3 pillars of our rule:

1. **Safe**
2. **Responsible**
3. **Respectful**
To make our rule effective, we:

- **Teach** lessons about safety, responsibility and respect to **ALL** children
- Use Circle Time to **talk** to prevent behaviour from becoming a problem
- Help children to **fix** things up
- **Learn** from what happened and make our school a better place – always!
SARARA SUPPORTS:

- Positive Classrooms
- Safe Play
- Responsible Children
- Looking after our environment – koala ambassadors
- Ukulele music groups, choirs, instrumental music, Bray Park Idol, school dances
- Sport, camps, excursions
- Community Participation – Anzac Day, Pine Rivers Show
SARARA rewards children through:

- Stickers and certificates
- Catch It Slips
- Achievement Awards
- Student of the Month Afternoon Teas
- Recognition at assemblies, in newsletters, at class meetings, and on the website
- Gold Assemblies each term
- Best of the Best Assembly Awards
Baby Sarara will be spending her time in the Class of the Week.

Each week we will be looking for the class who is doing the BEST JOB at displaying the expected behaviour for that week.

The class will be named on assembly and Baby Sarara will then spend the week with this class.

The Class of the Week will be presented with a certificate for their positive behaviour.
SARARA STARS IN ACTION!

- Act in a way that is Safe, Responsible and Respectful to all.
SARARA STARS IN ACTION!

- Act in a way that is Safe.
SARARA STARS IN ACTION!

- Act in a way that is Responsible
SARARA STARS IN ACTION!

- Act in a way that is Respectful
AUSTRALIA ZOO Wildlife Hospital & SARARA!
BRAY PARK TO ADOPT A REAL LIFE SARARA!
What is confirmed:

- Our joey koala (to be named SARARA) will be 'adopted' through the Australia Zoo Wildlife Hospital.
- It will be an orphan that will require raising and therefore will be in the care of the Australia Zoo Animal Hospital for up to 18 months.
- The ultimate goal is to return it to the wild and Australia Zoo Hospital staff are aiming to release it in the vicinity of Bray Park, or if possible at Bray Park State School.